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Abstract. PC(ID) extends propositional logic with inductive defini-
tions: rule sets under the well-founded semantics. Recently, a notion
of relevance was introduced for this language. This notion determines
the set of undecided literals that can still influence the satisfiability of
a PC(ID) formula in a given partial assignment. The idea is that the
PC(ID) solver can make decisions only on relevant literals without los-
ing soundness and thus safely ignore irrelevant literals.

One important insight that the relevance of a literal is completely deter-
mined by the current solver state. During search, the solver state changes
have an effect on the relevance of literals. In this paper, we discuss an
incremental, lightweight implementation of a relevance tracker module
that can be added to and interact with an out-of-the-box SAT(ID) solver.

1 introduction

Since the addition of conflict-driven clause learning [Marques-Silva and Sakallah,
1999], SAT solvers have made huge leaps forward. Now that these highly-performant
SAT-solvers exist, research often stretches beyond SAT by extending the lan-
guage supported by SAT with richer language constructs. Research fields such
as SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) [Barrett et al., 2009], Constraint Programming
(CP) [Apt, 2003] in the form of lazy clause generation [Stuckey, 2010], or Answer
Set Programming (ASP) [Marek and Truszczyński, 1999] could be seen as follow-
ing this approach. In this paper, we focus on the logic PC(ID): the Propositional
Calculus extended with Inductive Definitions [Mariën et al., 2007]. The satisfi-
ability problem for PC(ID) encodings is called SAT(ID) [Mariën et al., 2008].
SAT(ID) can be formalised as SAT modulo a theory of inductive definitions and
is closely related to answer set solving. In fact, all the work we introduce in this
paper is also applicable to so-called generate-define-test answer set programs.

In this paper we introduce an alternative criterion to determine satisfiability
of a PC(ID) theory. Instead of searching for a variable assignment that satisfies
the PC(ID) theory, we search for a partial assignment that contains sufficient
information to guarantee satisfiability. Our approach is based on the notion of
justifications [Denecker and De Schreye, 1993; Denecker et al., 2015]. As a small
example, consider the following theory.



pT .
pT ← a ∧ b.
a ← d ∨ ¬e ∨ f.
b ← c ∨ ¬g ∨ h.
e ← f ∨ ¬h ∨ i.


This theory contains one constraint, that pT must hold, and a definition (be-

tween ‘{’ and ‘}’) of pT in terms of variables a to i. One way to check satisfiability
would be to generate an assignment of all variables that satisfies the above the-
ory (this is the classical approach to solving such problems). What we do, on the
other hand, is to search for a partial assignment to these variables such that pT
is justified in that partial assignment. Consider for example the partial assign-
ment where pT , a, b, c and d are true and everything else is unknown. In this
assignment, a and b are justified because d and c hold respectively; pT is justified
because both a and b are justified. This suffices to determine satisfiability of the
theory, without considering the definition of e for instance.

Earlier work has introduced the notion of relevance [Jansen et al., 2016].
Intuitively, a literal is relevant if it can contribute to justifying the theory. In the
above example, as soon as d is assigned true, the variable e becomes irrelevant.
From that point onwards, search should not take e’s defining rule into account.

In this paper we discuss the implementation that was used in the original
paper introducting relevance [Jansen et al., 2016].

The main contributions of this paper are (1) the introduction of a method
to keep track of justification status in SAT(ID) solver, (2) the introduction of a
method to keep track of relevance status in SAT(ID) solver, and (3) a discussion
on the properties of these implementations.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present some
necessary preliminaries. In Section 3, we show how relevance can be seen as a
formal concept defined on top of a SAT(ID) solver state and list the necessary
interface of such a relevance tracker. In Section 4, we show how this relevance
tracker can be implemented. We conclude in Section 5.

2 Preliminiaries: SAT(ID), Relevance

Here we give a short introduction on PC(ID), SAT(ID), justifications, relevance,
and recall how relevance can be exploited to improve PC(ID) solvers. For a more
elaborate exposition we refer to Jansen et al. [2016].

2.1 PC(ID)

We briefly recall the syntax and semantics of Propositional Calculus extended
with Inductive Definitions (PC(ID)) [Mariën, 2009].

A truth value is one of {t, f ,u}; t represents true, f false and u unknown.
The truth order ≤t on truth values is given by f ≤t u ≤t t, the precision order
≤p is given by u ≤p f and u ≤p t. Let Σ be a finite set of symbols called atoms.



A literal l is an atom p or its negation ¬p. In the former case, we call l positive,
in the latter, we call l negative. We use Σ to denote the set of all literals over Σ.
If l is a literal, we use |l| to denote the atom of l, i.e., to denote p whenever l = p
or l = ¬p. We use ∼l to denote the literal that is the negation of l, i.e., ∼p = ¬p
and ∼¬p = p. Propositional formulas are defined as usual. We use ϕ ⇒ ψ for
material implication, i.e., as a shorthand for ¬ϕ ∨ ψ.

A partial interpretation I is a mapping from Σ to truth values. We use the
notation {pt1, . . . , ptn, qf1, . . . , qfm} for the partial interpretation that maps the pi to
t, the qi to f and all other atoms to u. We call a partial interpretation two-valued
if it does not map any atom to u. If I and I ′ are partial interpretations, we say
that I is less precise than I ′ (notation I ≤p I ′) if for all p ∈ Σ, I(p) ≤p I ′(p).
If ϕ is a propositional formula, we use ϕI to denote the truth value (t, f or
u) of ϕ in I, based on the Kleene truth tables [Kleene, 1938]. If I is a partial
interpretation and l a literal, we use I[l : t] to denote the partial interpretation
equal to I, except that it interprets l as t (and similar for f , u). If Σ′ ⊆ Σ,
we use the notation I|Σ′ to indicate the restriction of I to symbols in Σ′. This
restriction is a partial interpretation of Σ and satisfies I|Σ′(p) = u if p /∈ Σ′

and I|Σ′(p) = I(p) otherwise.

In the rest of this text, when we just say interpretation, we mean a two-
valued partial interpretation. An interpretation I is completely characterised by
the set of atoms p such that I(p) = t. As such, slightly abusing notation, we
often identify an interpretation with a set of atoms.

An inductive definition ∆ over Σ is a finite set of rules of the form p ← ϕ
where p ∈ Σ and ϕ is a propositional formula over Σ. We call p the head of the
rule and ϕ the body of the rule. We call p defined in ∆ if p occurs as the head of
a rule in ∆. The set of all symbols defined in ∆ is denoted by defs(∆). All other
symbols are called open in ∆. The set of open symbols in ∆ is denoted opens(∆).
We say that a literal l is defined in ∆ if |l| ∈ defs(∆). We use the parametrised
well-founded semantics for inductive definitions [Denecker and Vennekens, 2007].
That is, interpretation I is a model of ∆ (denoted I |= ∆) if I is the well-founded
model of ∆ in context I|opens(∆). We call an inductive definition total if for every
interpretation I of the open symbols, the well-founded model in context I is a
two-valued interpretation.

A PC(ID) theory T over Σ is a set of propositional formulas, called con-
straints, and inductive definitions over Σ. Interpretation I is a model of T if I is a
model of all definitions and constraints in T . Without loss of generality [Mariën,
2009], we assume that every PC(ID) theory is in Definition Normal Form
(DEFNF), where T = {pT , ∆} and

– pT is an atom,
– ∆ is an inductive definition defining pT ,
– every rule in ∆ is of the form p← l1 � · · · � ln, where � is either ∧ or ∨, p

is an atom, and each of the li are literals,
– every atom p is defined in at most one rule of ∆.

A rule in which � is ∧, respectively ∨ is called a conjunctive, respectively dis-
junctive, rule. The rules in a definition ∆ impose a direct dependency relation,



denoted dd∆, between literals, defined as follows. For every rule p← l1�· · ·� ln
in ∆, dd∆ contains (p, li) and (¬p,¬li) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The dependency graph
of ∆ is the graph G∆ = (Σ, dd∆).

For the remainder of the paper, we assume that some PC(ID) theory T =
{pT , ∆} is fixed.

It has been argued many times before [Denecker, 1998; Denecker and Ter-
novska, 2008; Denecker and Vennekens, 2014] that all sensible definitions in
mathematical texts are total definitions. Following these arguments, in the rest
of this paper we assume ∆ to be a total definition.

The satisfiability problem for PC(ID), i.e., deciding whether a PC(ID) theory
has a model, is called SAT(ID). This problem is NP-complete [Mariën et al.,
2008].

2.2 Justifications

Consider a directed graph G = (V,E), with V a set of nodes and E a set of
edges. If G contains an edge from l to l′ (i.e., (l, l′) ∈ E), we say that l is a
parent of l′ in G and that l′ is a child of l in G. A node l is called a leaf of G
if it has no children in G; otherwise it is called internal in G. Let G′ = (V ′, E′)
be another graph. We define the union of two graphs (denoted G ∪ G′) as the
graph with vertices V ∪ V ′ and edges E ∪ E′.

Suppose l is a literal with p = |l| and p ∈ defs(∆) with defining rule p ←
l1 � · · · � ln. A set of literals Jd is a direct justification of l in ∆ if one of the
following holds:
– l = p, � is ∧, and Jd = {l1, . . . , ln},
– l = p, � is ∨, and Jd = {li} for some i,
– l = ¬p, � is ∧, and Jd = {∼li} for some i,
– l = ¬p, � is ∨, and Jd = {∼l1, . . . ,∼ln}.

Note that a direct justification of a literal can only contain children of that literal
in the dependency graph.

A justification [Denecker and De Schreye, 1993; Denecker et al., 2015] J of a
definition ∆ is a subgraph of G∆, such that each internal node l ∈ J is a defined
literal and the set of its children is a direct justification of l in ∆. We say that
J contains l if l occurs as node in J . A justification is total if none of its leaves
are defined literals. A justification can contain cycles.1 A cycle is called positive
(resp. negative) if it contains only positive (resp. negative) literals. It is called a
mixed cycle otherwise.

If J is a justification and I a (partial) interpretation, we define the value of
J in I, denoted VI(J) as follows:
– VI(J) = f if J contains a leaf l with lI = f or a positive cycle (or both).
– VI(J) = u if VI(J) 6= f and J contains a leaf l with lI = u or a mixed cycle

(or both).

1 In this text, we assume that ∆ is finite; in this case cycles are simply loops in the
graph. The infinite case is a bit more subtle, and an adapted definition of cycle is
required to maintain all results presented below.



– VI(J) = t otherwise (all leaves are t and cycles, if any, are negative).

A literal l is justified (in I, for T ) if there exists a total justification J (of ∆)
that contains l such that VI(J) = t. In this case, we say that such a J justifies
l (in I, for T ). We say that J minimally justifies l if J justifies l and there
exists no subgraph J ′ of J that also justifies l. It follows from the definition
that it is not possible that both l and ¬l are justified in the same in the same
interpretation.

The justification status of an atom p (in I, for T ) is defined as follows. The
justification status of p is true if and only if the literal p is justified in I for T .
The justification status of p is false if and only if the literal ¬p is justified in I
for T . Otherwise the justification status of p is unknown.

Denecker and De Schreye [1993] showed that many semantics of logic pro-
grams can be captured by justifications. We recall their major result on the
well-founded semantics.

Theorem 1 (Denecker and De Schreye [1993]). Let J denote any justifi-
cation of definition ∆.

– Suppose I and I ′ are partial interpretations. If I ≤p I ′ then VI(J) ≤p
VI′(J).

– Suppose I is an opens(∆)-interpretation and I ′ is the well-founded model of
∆ in context I. For each defined literal l, it holds that

lI
′

= max
≤t

{VI(J) | J a total justification of ∆ containing l}

2.3 Relevance

Now, we recall the central definitions and theorems related to relevance. For a
more detailed exposition of the theoretical foundations, we refer to Jansen et al.
[2016].

A first observation is that instead of searching for a two-valued interpretation
that is a model of the given theory T , one can search for a partial interpretation
that justifies pT instead.

Theorem 2 ([Jansen et al., 2016], Theorem 3.1). T is satisfiable if and
only if there exists a partial interpretation I and a justification J that justifies
pT in I.

Next, the definition for the set of relevant literals is given.

Definition 1 ([Jansen et al., 2016], Definition 3.2). Given a PC(ID) theory
T = {pT , ∆} and a partial interpretation I, we inductively define the set of
relevant literals, denoted RT ,I , as follows

– pT is relevant if pT is not justified,
– l is relevant if l is not justified and there exists some l′ such that (l′, l) ∈ dd∆

and l′ is relevant.



The central theorem regarding relevance shows that any search algorithm
that arrives in a state in which pT is justified by deciding on a literal l that is
irrelevant can also arrive in such a state without deciding on l. Hence, if a literal
l is irrelevant, it is useless to choose on that literal since it is not useful towards
justifying pT .

Theorem 3 ([Jansen et al., 2016], Theorem 3.5). Let T = {pT , ∆} be a
PC(ID) theory. Suppose I is a partial interpretation and l a literal such that
I(|l|) = u and l is not relevant in I. If pT is justified in some partial inter-
pretation I ′ more precise than I, then pT is also justified in I ′[l : f ] and in
I ′[l : t].

Consequently, the work suggests adapting SAT(ID) solvers such that they
(1) do not make decisions on irrelevant literals, and (2) stop searching when
there are no relevant literals left. This requires the underlying solver to keep
track of which literals are relevant. This task is incremental in nature: small
changes to the state of the solver will result in small changes to the relevance of
literals. Since modern solvers work with thousands upon thousands of variables
and go through millions of assignment in quick succession and execution time
is of great importance, it is important to do this kind of changes as efficient as
possible. The next section discusses an approach to keep track of relevant literals
that is based on viewing relevance as a meta-definition on top of the solver state.

3 Relevance as a Meta-Definition on Top of Solver State

The aim of this work is to discuss the implementation of an algorithm to keep
track of relevant literals. In this section we formalise the notion of relevance and
point out the interaction between the relevance tracker and the solver.

As said in Theorem 2, the solver aims to arrive at a state S where pT is
justified in I. The solver does this by making decisions, performing propagation,
and backtracking. To prevent the solver from making “useless” decisions, we
need to know whether literals are relevant or not in I.

During the search process, the (CDCL) solver adds learned conflict clauses
to the theory. However, learned conflict clauses are logical consequences of the
theory and because of this we do not consider them to be a part of the theory
T in S. Instead, T is reserved for non-learned clauses. We assume T to remain
static during the search process. This assumption is valid in most ground-and-
solve systems. Recent work focuses on interleaving this process [De Cat et al.,
2015]. Extending this work to allow for a changing theory is future work, but
should be of limited complexity given the framework we present here.

We define relevance in the language FO(ID) [Denecker and Ternovska, 2008].
It extends PC(ID) by supporting (1) in the vocabulary, types as a sets of values,
(2) in the vocabulary, predicate symbols with a given type signature for thei
arguments, and (3) in the theory, existential (∃) or universal (∀) quantification
over variables of a given type.



The meta-vocabulary contains a single type Literal that contains the set
of all literals. In addition, the meta-vocabulary contains the following predicate
symbols (using type Literal for all arguments).

dd∆(l′, l) : literal l occurs in the body of the rule defining l′ in T
justified(l) : literal l is justified in I, for T
relevant(l) : literal l is relevant in I, for T

Using this meta-vocabulary, the definition of relevance can then be specified
using a meta-definition.{

relevant(l)← l = pT ∧ ¬justified(pT ).
relevant(l)← ¬justified(l) ∧ (∃l′ : relevant(l′) ∧ dd∆(l′, l)).

}
Note that the relevance of a literal l and also the justifiedness of a literal

is completely determined by the theory and the current status of the solver.
As said before we assume T and thus dd∆(l′, l) to be static. But, whether a
literal is justified or not can change when the status of the solver changes. In
the above FO(ID) definition the only open symbol is justified(l). We can then
view the computation of the changed value of relevant/1 based on changes in
the interpretations of the open symbol justified(l) as a model revision task.

It would be easy if the solver had explicit information about the justifiedness
of literals. However, the solver state does not keep track of which literals are
(un)justified. So, our relevance tracker needs to compute it. In section 4.1 we
propose an approach that detects changes in justification status of literals in Σ.

The relevance tracker needs to take into account changes in the solver state,
in particular in I. Before we define the interface between the relevance tracker
an the solver, we discuss the solver state and its changes.

We consider the underlying solver to have an internal state S of the form
S = 〈Σ, T , I〉, with (1) Σ denoting the set of literals used in the solver, (2) T =
{pT , ∆} a DEFNF theory, and (3) I the current partial interpretation in the
solver.

During the search process, the solver iteratively performs one of the following
state changes:

– 〈Σ, T , I〉 7→ 〈Σ, T , I[l : t]〉 a literal l becomes true, or
– 〈Σ, T , I〉 7→ 〈Σ, T , I[l : u]〉 a literal l becomes unknown.

Note that this set of operations allows the solver to make a literal l false by
making literal ∼l true.

In order to get the necessary information about the changes of the solver and
to implement the above revision problem, the relevance tracker listens to notifi-
cations. The relevance tracker supports the following interface to the underlying
solver.

notifyBecomesTrue a literal l becomes true in I
notifyBecomesUnknown a literal l becomes unknown in I



isRelevant query whether a given literal l is relevant (returns a boolean value)

Methods notifyBecomesTrue and notifyBecomesUnknown must be called
by the underlying solver when a literal has become true, respectively unknown.
The isRelevant method is used by the solver to ask the module whether the
given literal is relevant. The relevance information allows the solver to change
its underlying heuristic, selecting only relevant literals.

4 Implementing the relevance tracker

When the solver has to make a decision, a heuristic (usually VSIDS [Biere et al.,
2009]) is used to select a literal (say, l). In the adaptation the solver will query our
relevance tracker to know whether l is relevant using isRelevant(l). Internally,
the relevance tracker maintains a set of “candidate parents” for each literal.
The invariant of this concept is as follows. If you construct the “ancestry” for
a literal l using, each time, one of these candicate parents, you will eventually
arrive at the literal pT through a sequence of parents that were all unjustified.
This means that, using only unjustified literals, a head-child chain of literals
can be constructed from pT to l, which indicates that l is relevant according to
Definition 1.

Thus, we maintain relevance by maintaining “candidate parents” for each
literal.

Definition 2 (Candidate Parents). In a given solver state S = 〈Σ, T , I〉,
we define the candidate parents of literal l as follows. If l is not justified, the
candidate parents of l are all parents of l that are relevant. If l is justified, l has
no candidate parents.

I.e., with l′ a candidate parent of l, the formula

¬justified(l) ∧ relevant(l′) ∧ dd∆(l′, l).

is satisfied. We use the candidate parents of l to derive the relevance status of l
as follows: l is relevant if and only if l has a non-empty set of candidate parents.

When the solver state changes, and the set of candidate parents must be
updated, care must be taken to avoid cyclic dependencies. Such a cyclic depen-
dency would mean that (1) some literal l1 has candidate parent l2, because l2 is
relevant, and (2) l2 is only considered relevant because it has candidate parent
l1. A more detailed example is given in Example 1

Example 1. The following definition has the cyclic dependency of p← q ← p.pT ← a ∨ p
p← q
q ← p


Initially I = ∅, thus nothing is justified and all literals are relevant. Thus, p has
candidate parents {pT , q}, and p has candidate parents {p}.



Consider the case where a becomes true and pT becomes justified. Simply
removing pT from the set of candidate parents of p means that p still has can-
didate parents {q}. I.e., p is considered relevant because q is relevant, and q is
considered relevant because p is relevant. Thus, a cycle detection algorithm is
needed to force p and q to become unrelevant.

Thus, adding and removing candidate parents is a complicated matter. In
Section 4.5 we discuss how this cycle detection is done. For now, we use the
following interface for adjusting the set of a candidate parents.

notifyAddCandidateParent(l,l′) add l′ to the candidate parents of l
notifyRemoveCandidateParent(l,l′) remove l′ from the candidate parents

of l

Our definition of candidate parents potentially changes when the following
changes take place (note that we already assumed the dependency relation to
be non-changeable).

– A change in the justification status of l
– A change in the relevance status of a parent literal l′

Thus, we extend the interface of the relevance tracker to also support the fol-
lowing methods.

notifyBecomesJustified(l) A literal l goes from unjustified to justified
notifyBecomesUnjustified(l) A literal l goes from justified to unjustified
notifyBecomesRelevant(l) A literal l goes from unrelevant to relevant
notifyBecomesUnrelevant(l) A literal l goes from relevant to unrelevant

This section is divided as follows. First, we propose a method to keep track
of the justification status of literals. Next, we present an overview of the data
structures in the relevance tracker. We end by discussing the algorithms for the
methods in our interface.

4.1 Deriving the justification status of literals

We opted to implement a method that re-uses the underlying SAT(ID) solver to
keep track of the justification status of literals. The method creates a new atom,
called the “justification atom”, for each defined atom p, denoted as j(p). We call
a literal j(p) or ¬j(p) a justification literal.

The intended interpretation of j(p) is that j(p) is true iff p is justified, j(p) is
false iff ¬p is justified and j(p) is unknown otherwise. To ensure that justification
literals indeed get the right value, an extra PC(ID) definition ∆j , denoted the
“justification definition”, is added to the theory T . ∆j is constructed based on
the original definition ∆ in the following manner. The existing definition ∆ is
copied, except that every defined atom p is replaced with the newly created
atom j(p). Thus, of all the atoms in the original definition, only the open atoms
remain.



Example 2. Transforming the original definition

∆ =



pT ← c1 ∧ c2 ∧ c3 ∧ c4
c1 ← ¬b ∨ ¬d
c2 ← a ∨ b ∨ ¬c
c3 ← ¬b ∨ e ∨ ¬f
c4 ← d ∨ f ∨ ¬a
f ← b ∨ d


leads to the justification definition

∆j =



j(pT )← j(c1) ∧ j(c2) ∧ j(c3) ∧ j(c4)
j(c1)← ¬b ∨ ¬d
j(c2)← a ∨ b ∨ ¬c
j(c3)← ¬b ∨ e ∨ ¬j(f)
j(c4)← d ∨ j(f) ∨ ¬a
j(f)← b ∨ d


In addition to the creation of this new definition ∆j , we prohibit the solver

from making choices on these justification atoms. Because of this, the value of
all j(p) will be purely the result of the underlying propagation mechanism for
definitions. If this propagation mechanism is complete, the truth value of j(p)
will be equal the justification status of p. Our underlying solver provides such
a complete propagation mechanism using unit propatation and unfounded set
propagation [Gebser et al., 2012; Mariën et al., 2007].

Theorem 4. Let ∆ be a (total) definition and I a partial interpretation in which
all defined symbols of ∆ are interpreted as u. Let l be a defined literal in ∆. In
this case

∆, I |= l

if and only if l is justified in I.

Proof. If l is justified, by definition there must exist a justification J such that
(1) VI(J) = t, (2) J is total, and (3) J contains l. Theorem 1 can then be
applied to derive lI

′
= t (with I ′ the well-founded model of ∆ in I), because J

satisfies all requirements in the set-expression. This also implies ∆, I |= l.

Theorem 5. Let ∆ be a (total) definition and I a partial interpretation in which
all defined symbols of ∆ are interpreted as u. Let l be a defined literal in ∆. If l is
justified in I, this implies that l is derivable by rule-applications and unfounded
set detections.

Proof. Let J be a justification that minimally justifies l in I. Let the depth of
a justification be the maximum number of edges that must be taken before an
open literal or a cycle is encountered. We construct a proof by induction on the
depth of J .

If J has depth 0, J can be one of the following



– a graph containing only the node l, which means that l is an open, and is
justified if and only if it was already true in I. Thus, no derivations need to
be performed.

– a graph containing a cycle through negative literals of defined atoms (l =
¬p→ ¬d1 → · · · → dn → ¬p = l. Thus, an unfounded set {¬p,¬d1, . . . ,¬dn}
is present and can detected and propagated.

If J has depth 1, J has a set of edges from l to literals l′ that have already
been derived if they were justified. Consider the following cases.

– l = p is positive and defined in a rule p← b1 � · · · � bn.
• if the rule is disjunctive (� = ∨), then l will be derived by rule application

because one of the disjuncts is true.
• if the rule is conjunctive (� = ∧), then l will be derived by rule applica-

tion because all conjuncts are true.
– l = ¬p is positive and defined in a rule p← b1 � · · · � bn.
• if the rule is disjunctive (� = ∨), then ¬p will be derived by rule appli-

cation because all bi must be false. Thus, l = ¬p is derived.
• if the rule is conjunctive (� = ∧), then ¬p will be derived by rule appli-

cation because a single bi must be false. Thus, l = ¬p is derived.

After these two theorem it is clear that our approach works. It also explains
why we use a duplicated definitions: a condition in both theorems is that I is
an opens(∆) interpretation. Since this cannot be enforced (we don’t want to
intrude in the solver’s search), we make a copy and never make choices on the
copied defined symbols.

Thus, we extend our solver state S = 〈Σ, T , I〉 to a S ′ = 〈Σ′, T ′, I ′, Σ′〉 with

– Σ′ = set containing the newly introduced justification atoms that the solver
cannot decide on

– Σ
′

= Σ ∪Σ′
– T ′ = {pT , ∆′} if T = {pT , ∆} and ∆′ = ∆ ∪∆j

– I ′ = a partial structure over Σ
′

With all this in place, we derive the interpretation for justified(l) as follows.

– justified(p) is true if and only if j(p) is true in I ′, and
– justified(¬p) is true if and only if j(p) is false in I ′.

4.2 Data Structures

In this section we use the data structures necessary for our approach. These data
structures include sets and maps. Unless specified otherwise, we use hash sets
and hash maps. More specifically, our implementation uses std::unordered set

and std::unordered map provided by the C++ standard library.
Internally, we store the dependency relation dd∆ using two maps in our

module. The signature of these maps is that they map a literal to a set of
literals. The first map children maps a literal to its set of children in dd∆. The



second map parents maps a literal to its set of parents in dd∆. These maps
do not change during execution. They are initialised using the notifyNewRule
method.

We use a map to just lit to transform a normal literal to its justification
literal (p 7→ j(p), ¬p 7→ ¬j(p)). For efficiency reasons, we also maintain the in-
verse map to nonjust lit = to just lit−1. These maps do not change during
execution and are initialised when the justification definition ∆j is created.

We maintain a set of atoms is just atom to identify the justification atoms
that were introduced. This set does not change during execution and is initialised
when the justification definition ∆j is created.

We use round brackets to indicate the result of a map lookup, e.g.,

to just lit(p) = j(p).

We use round brackets to do a containment check of sets. I.e.,

is just atom(p) = true

if and only if p is in the set is just atom. As mentioned before, the underlying
solver is not allowed to make decisions on literals in this set.

We maintain a map candidate parents with the invariant that it maps a
literal l to the set of candidate parents of l, as defined in Definition 2. This map
is dynamic throughout execution and changes to this map are performed us-
ing the notifyAddCandidateParent and notifyRemoveCandidateParent
methods.

4.3 Notification-based Algorithms

Given that candidate parents satisfies its invariant in solver state S = 〈Σ, T , I〉,
we wish to perform the necessary changes such that they are satisfied in solver
state S ′ = 〈Σ, T , I[p : tv]〉 with p some atom and tv one of {t, f ,u}.

We initiate our notification-based algorithm as follows. If tv = t, then we
call notifyBecomesTrue(p) If tv = f , then we call notifyBecomesTrue(¬p)
If tv = u, then we call notifyBecomesUnknown(p)

This call, in turn, can trigger other internal notifications. The implementation
of these cascading notifications ensures that candidate parents will comply
with its invariant in interpretation S ′ after the designated call to notifyBe-
comesTrue or notifyBecomesUnknown is complete.

The relevance tracker implements isRelevant(l) by simply inspecting whether
candidate parents(l) maps to an empty set or not. If the invariant of candidate parents

is satisfied, then this is a correct representation of the relevance status of l.

notifyBecomesTrue(l), notifyBecomesUnknown(l) The given literal can
be a normal literal (p or ¬p) or a justification literal (j(p) or ¬j(p)). The rele-
vance tracker takes no action for normal literals. If the given literal is a justifica-
tion literal, then we retrieve the original normal literal and notify the relevance



tracker that this literal has become (un)justified. Note that we re-use the nota-
tion of |l| to indicate the atom of literal l.
notifyBecomesTrue(l): if is just atom(|l|), then call notifyBecomesJusti-
fied( to nonjust lit(l)).
notifyBecomesUnknown(l): if is just atom(|l|), then call notifyBecome-
sUnjustified( to nonjust lit(l)).

notifyBecomesJustified(l)

– call notifyRemoveAllCandidateParentsOf(l)

notifyBecomesUnjustified(l)

– for all parents p of l that are relevant, call notifyAddCandidateParent(l,p)

notifyBecomesRelevant(l)

– for all children c of l, call notifyAddCandidateParent(c,l)

notifyBecomesUnrelevant(l)

– for all children c of l, call notifyRemoveCandidateParent(c,l)

4.4 Maintaining watches instead of sets of candidates

The above methods dictate how the candidate parents map should be manip-
ulated. For efficiency reasons, the relevance tracker does not actively maintain
this set of candidate parents. Instead it keeps track of a single candidate par-
ent as “watched” parent. This watched parent is maintained using a map called
watched parent(l) that maps a literal to a single parent of l. The method
isRelevant(l) now checks whether a given literal l has a watched parent or not.

We only keep track of a single watched parent in order to minimize how many
times a cycle detection algorithm has to be invoked. The manipulation of the set
of candidate parents, along with the invocation of a cycle detection algorithm is
done as follows

notifyAddCandidateParent(l,l′) Check for the following criteria
– l does not have a watched parent yet
– l is not justified
– l′ is relevant
– l is a child of l′

If they are met, make watched parent(l) = l′ and call notifyBecomesRelevant(l).
Note that a cyclic dependency check between l and l′ is not needed, since
l could not have been a suitable watch for any other literal, as it was not
relevant before.



notifyRemoveCandidateParent(l,l′) If l had l′ as its watch, remove l′ as
watched parent of l. Try to find an alternative candidate parent n such that
the following hold.
– n 6= l′

– l is a child of n
– l is not justified
– n is relevant
– Use a cycle detection algorithm to verify that setting watched parent(l)

= n would not create a dependency cycle
If such n can be found, set watched parent(l) = n. If such n cannot be
found, call notifyBecomesUnrelevant(l).

The implementation for the search for an alternative watch is a re-use of an
existing “unfounded set detection” algorithm. This algorithm is considered the
fastest algorithm to achieve this task to date.

4.5 Detecting Cycles

For our implementation of the detection of cycles, we re-use parts of the ex-
isting unfounded set propagation algorithm [Gebser et al., 2012; Mariën et al.,
2007]. This algorithm has a subcomponent that searches for cycles over negative
literals.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we documented how we implemented a relevance tracker module on
top of an existing SAT(ID) solver. Our approach makes use of two pre-existing
techniques.

– We propose a method for keeping track of the justification status of literals
that reuses the existing underlying solver. We also prove the correctness
of this approach if the underlying solver guarantees completenss w.r.t. rule
application and unfounded set propagation.

– Our method for keeping track of the relevance status of literals works based
on the concept of a “candidate parent” whose invariant guarantees that if
a literal has at least one candidate parent, it is relevant. This method also
reuses the existing unfounded set detection techniques [Gebser et al., 2012;
Mariën et al., 2007] to perform the necessary detection of cyclic dependencies
between candidate parents.

Generate-and-test ASP programs are the most common of ASP programs as
can be witnessed e.g., from the benchmarks in the latest ASP competition [Al-
viano et al., 2013; Calimeri et al., 2016]. Generate-and-test ASP programs closely
correspond to PC(ID) theories [Denecker et al., 2012]. This paper imposes min-
imal assumptions on the underlying solver, making it possible to translate these
ideas to an ASP context.

+
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